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Inter-Club Dance
n
npri. 1 i.n rar
i.s ,,

International
Showcase on ,, ,,.
Friday Night

By MIKE MEYERS
By I K T IOKO
By RI HARD
The Inter-Club Board' s Fair, "April in Paris" will be held
International night, which
Th f rty- venth succes ive s ason of
w York' famed
this Saturday, April '25, at 8 :30 P.M. in the Oak and Marble
tadium one rts will open on Tue da
vening, June 23, at will be held at 8 on Friday,
Lounges of the Student Center.
L wisohn iadium on the Uptown ity College campus, and April 25 in the Oak Lounge,
• The Lee Wayne Orchestra will
will feature many different
will run for sev n w ek ntertaiu all those who attend this
types of epicurean delights.
ugu t 8.
through Saturday,
gala affair. Phyllis Sten, a well
Besides these culinary arts,
!rs. hurl
. ( linnie) Gugknown singer who has appeared at
g nhcimer, found r and continuing
a program of diverse enter
the Brown and Raleigh Hotels in
Chainnan of Am rica's old st and
the Catskills, will sing with the,
tainment has been planned.
lnrgest
tcd outdoor symphonic
band.
The band's accordionist will
The evening will start with the
project, annoum:ed lhat, as in the
walk aro�nd the cafe in the Marble
representation of a variety of na
past ! w s ason , t.adium oncerts
Lounge
and play tunes on request.
tional foods of Chinese, Japanese
ar sch dnled for Tuesday, Wed
The Inter-Club Board will con
Greek and Mexican origin, prepared
By RI HARD PA ARDI
n sda. , Thursdo.y and
aturday
struct
L'Arc
de Triumphe and a
by chefs, specialists in their kind.
v nings. Friday and Sunday eve
Moulin Rouge on the second floor.
Social dancing will follow until
The Ballroom Dance In
nings will be held open for post
It is also hoped that an Eiffel
midnight. A professional Chinese
pon ment in case of inclement struction Hour, sponsored by violist, Miss Mimi Fung will per
Tower can be set up in the Main
the Department of Student form special selections or requests.
weather.
Lobby of the Student Center.
Guests entering the Student Cen
total of twenty-eight concerts Life and under the able direc Mr. Giuseppe Costantino will sing
ter from the 22nd Street entrance
will b given during this se en tion of Mrs. Rosalie Sloane, opera arias and classical Italian
will be greeted by members of
w k sen.son. All the concerts will stretched into a two-hour pe songs.
• SAM, Sigma Alpha, and the Ac
utilize the servic s of the Stadium
This cultural International Lea
counting Society, who will man the
Symphony Orchestra, an ensemble riod its first night of opera gue's night is to promote a better
Travel Bureau. The Bureau will
of ninety-six, composed mainly of tion, Thursday in the Oak understanding among students of
have first-hand information on
members of the
ew York Phil Lounge. The co-ed instruction different nations and offer the op
French customs, means of trans
harmonic. Eight principal conduc began at 9 p.m.
portunity to exchange their ideas;
portation, and places of interest.
tors will shar the responsibility
Mrs. Sloane is especially inter besides tasting what other people
for the majority of this coming ested in beginning dance students. consider their national foods.
Mr. Myer Rossabi
French Cafe
s ason's outdoor symphonc pro She stated that she believes that-----------------------
grams. These ar : Joseph Rosen- basic instruction in dancing will
All will be invited to dine at the
tock of th Metropolitan Opera give the shy young man more con
French Ca.fie in the Marble Lounge,
Association; Julius Hudel, General fidence. She said "This does not
and be served by the HUB and
Director of the New York City mean that the advanced dancing
Agora gar�ons. French bread,
Op ra Company; Alfred Wallen students will be neglected. There
cheeses of all kinds, and wine
stein and Franz Allen, both famil is always some new steps or new
(grape juice) will be served. Stu
ia1· conductors; Sey Ozawa, a young breaks to learn. Dancing is health
dents are invited to patronize the
Japanese conductor and Robert ful and fun."
cafe at ICB's expense.
Irving, a noted English conductor,
Shoppers and spectators will be
In show business for 15 years,
ELSON P. MEAD
J. SALWYN SHAPIRO PRIZE able to browse around the Flea
both of \Yhom made their Stadium Mrs. Sloane has traveled all over
HISTORY PRIZE
IN HISTORY
debuts last season; Hans Schwei the world as a choreographer and
Market and Newman's Le Louvre.
ger, Music Director of the Kansas has staged and produced variety
An oral and written con
A second contest, in which Small articles will be given out as
ity Philharmonic; and, making shows throughout Europe. As a test covering the entire field
essays can be submitted with souvenirs of the Fair.
his debut on July 2nd, Arthur U.S.O. entertainer, she performed
Chess-minded students can par
Fiedl r, fosic Director of the fa with the "Hell's-A-Poppin" troupe of history will take place on out appearing before a com ticipate at the Chess and Checkers
mous Boston Pops Concert.
of Olsen and Johnson in the South Thursday, May 7 from 1 to 3 mittee of judges will also be tournament which will be held in
P.M. 1 at the Uptown Center held in May.
Th distribution of tickets for Pacific.
Room 212. The Chess Club will
I.hes outdoor ymphonic programs
Rina Nikora, formerly a balle (Room 330 Wagner Hall) .
This contest is open to all stu provide the games and instruct
will be handled by the Student rina with the Russian Imperial Bal This contest, for the Nelson dents who are writing or have those who wish to learn. Arthur
Center. Further information as to let and at present the foremost
P. Mead Prize in History, is written an essay in an elective Feurstein, the expert, will chal
when tickets will be available in dance exponent in the
ational
course during the academic year lenge anyone who thinks he can
forthcoming issues of The Reporter. Israel Theater, taught ballet to open to members of the sen 1963-1964, including Summer and play the game.
Mrs. Sloane while in Israel. Mrs. ior classes at both Centers of Evening Sessions and both Centers
The Reporter will display how a
Sloane has done much club and the College, Day and Evening of the College. The award consists newspaper is put together, tr-acing
theater work in the States and Sessions. The award consists of fifty dollars ($50.00) in books
(Continued on Page 3)
studied at the Fi-ed Astair School
for the best essay.
for dance instructors. At present, of fifty dollars ($50.00) in
This
contest
was
established
to
Mrs. Sloane is a free-lance dance books to the senior who makes honor Profeshor J. Salwyn Scha
the best showing.
instructor.
piro, now Professor Emeritus of
When the attractive, dark-haired
This prize contest has been estab The City College, who was for
(Continued on Page 3)
( Continued on Page 3)
many years one of the most beloved
professors of the faculty.
Contest Regulations
ome one hundred City Col1. Each essay should be typed or
lege students and their friends
·
written
legibly on one side of
ere brough t face to face with
On Apri 25, in conjunction
S½xll" paper.
everal man-eating African
2. It is expected that each essay with the I.C.B. fair, the Chess
lions and a election of other
be thoroughly documented.
Club will hold an exhibition in
3· The length of the essay room 212 of the Studen
animals at the Baruch School
By WALTER SOBEL
t Cenbe
from
5,
00 0 to 7•000
Ja t Friday night.
ter.
Henry Servos, was named one of the recipients of the
�:1
The occasion was a lecture and 1964 Masonic Awards at the Baruch School. Mr. Servos will
Baruch's own Arthur Feurstein
4. The completed essay must be
a film by Joy Adamson, author receive
·
·
submitted to Professor Sny- will be our guest of honor. Mr.
the award in
pTesi·dent Gallagher' s Off"ice at the
of a series of best-selling books
Feurstein, a distinguished member
at
not
der
Wagner
Hall
324
on her relations with Elsa, the Uptown Center on May 25.
of the Manhattan .Chess Club, is
later than May 15, 1964.
The Award is given in accord-•
lione . As she already has told
5. The Prize will be awarded at a lower junior, majoring in stain her books: Born Free, Living ance with the Eighth Masonic Dis- his sophomore year, has exemplitistics.
A senior master, he was
Commencement, 1964_
rated Number 15 in the United
Fr e. and Forever Free, Mrs. trict Association's requirements fied outstanding qualities of lead1
ership
in
ser
ice
ects
benefitpro
having
satisfactorily
completed
----------,
v
j
.--'
States
this
year. He distinguished
Adamson retraced her meeting and
Conflict Information
himself in the following events:
her developing friendship with ----- -------- ing his fellow students and the
College,
and
has
also
undertaken
Elsa. The audience saw her story
He was third in the United States
Final . Examination schedules
such activities as would indicate
dramatized in a 40-m.inue film
are now available for consulta- Invitational Tournament in 1956,
promise of future devotion to the
called ''The tory of Elsa and Me.''
Evening Session Of- after Reshevsky and Bisauier, and
tion
the
in
cause of humanity."
M rs. Adamson also answered
fice, Room 6, and at each of our sixth in 1957. He played on the
Mr. Servos has been an active
St., 21st St. and students' Olympic team in 1957 and
questions by members of the audimember of Playrads of which he centers (15th
1958 with Lombardi, Medvis and
ence and made a strong appeal for
is Vice-President. His association 24th St.) who have
contribution to a fund to save
Students
conflicting Dr. Sady. He won the Armed
with
this
club
has
been
for
four
Forces
Championship in 1960, and
examinations (tw6 or more)
Africa's animals. .Mrs. Adamson
semeSters. He has been a member
must report such conflicts in in l963 won the New Jersey Open,
spoke with familiarity of the wild
of the Camera Club, has lent his
New
the
York City Open, and the
Room or at either of the cenbill country of northern Kenya
voice to the Glee Club for one ters no6 later
where she has Jfred for the last
than Friday, May Eastern States Open. His record
semester, and has been an I.C.B. 1, 1964.
against
Bobby
Fisher is a remark26 years ,nth her husband, a Senrepresentative.
Students who d(} not file by able, one win, one loss and four
ior Game ,Varden for the area.
Mr. Servos came to the United
draws.
the above date should apply for
The talk and the film Friday
States from Panama in 1951, and
Mr. Feurstein will hold a simula special examination which, if
night> were part of a series bein1
coming to Baruch he at- approved,
Reporter photo by Dave Feldheim before W
will be given in Octo- taneous exhibition, with clocks,
sponsored by the Department O
tended ashing-ton Irving Evening
against the eight best players of
_
1964
ber,
Mr. Henry Servos
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
the club.

Mrs. Sloane
Hosts Dance
Instructions

Two History· Contests
To Take Place in May

Joy Adamson
Narrated Film
"Elsa and Me"

Art F eurstein
At ICB Fair
Chess Club
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Final Exam Schedule

Dear Students:
EXA MINATION FOR ALL SUBJECTS LISTED BELOW WIL'.L
Our generation has experienc�d
few shocks, and none have we BE HELD AT THE 23rd STREET CENTER. Conflicts must be re
shared more intensely and none has ported
to the Evening Session Office (see bulletin board notice). Con
moved us as deeply as the death
FOUNDED 1923
of President Kennedy. All Ameri flicts examina tions will be held at 6: 00 P.M. in Room 4 South.
\
lhe Oldest Evening Session College Newspaper Published in the United States
cans were stunned and grieved by
_ _ _ _ - _ _ ___ _ - - - _ _____
_ _ _ _y
' __ u
_ _- a
_ _ __
_y
- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________ _____ _ _ � - I his untimely· passing, but perhaps ___ :_ _ _ _ _
64
a 26 , 19
8 ':30 P . M
M
e
sd
T
,
.
M
1
P
5
6
rne L XVII
No . 24 youth felt the blow more than all 1 �-----------�-----------V o lu
Advt.9622
WEDNESDAY, APRIL ;22, 1964
the rest. He was a man who shared Advt. 121, 125, 9620
his youth apd ideals with young Bus. Adm.9450
Bus. Stat. 9154-27
people and awakened within us the Bus. Stat 9157
Ins. 389
JOSEPH EDELL
In t.Tr.143, 241.3
challenge to find a purpose and Credit 27 0
Editor-in-Chief
to carry out our responsibility to Ins. 282
Mgt. 201, 9305
Mktg. 210, 9618
Int.
Tr:
842
ourselves
and
to
our
country.
Richard Spaniardi
Real Est.299
We believe that the personal let-- Mg.t.206, 9605
Managing Editor
St. 406
Sec.
312,
,
0
Mktg.
31
612
9
o
ters college students wrote t
Francine Stobnitzky
Teri Skop
friends, sweethearts, parents and Pub. Rel.203
0
Real.
9
91
Est.
Office
Manager
Copy Editor
others who were close to them
during those days in November Ret. 139
Barbara Greller
Jackie Jasous
would indicate"their true feelings Hum. Rel. 601
News Editor
Business Manager
t 4..:..0 1-2 , 411
-2, 405 4 l 5
· -'-S-'-.
:_ ...:. 2-= -=-::2,.:.. :.:: -=.___.J__
and vividly describe the effect of 1 _Sec:_ .:..
__________
_ _ _ _ _
_
u
Bob Banks
Burt Beagle
8:3.0 P. M.
John F. Kennedy's death upon our
Th rsday, May 28, 1964
6:15 P. M.
_
Circulation Manager
Sports Editor
generation. In addition to provid-, __________:_____::_:____::__:__________
Acct. 211, 221, 9394
ing a tribute to President Ken- Acct. 205, 222, 9103
Walter Sobel
Maurice Joseph
Advt. 126, 9625
Advt. 122, 123, 9126
nedy,
these
letters
would
serve
not
Morgue Librarian
Special Projects Editor
Ins. 280
only as a valuable asset to his- Ins. l85
Giuseppe Costantino
David Y. Feldheim
Int. Tr. 146
torians, but would clearly depict Mktg.212, 9611
Poetry Editor
0
Editor Emeritus
15
Mgt. 3 05
b, 151, 152, 51
for the future the emotional and Math. 150, 150a,
t. 402-21, 4 07, 417
S
.
Sec.
Mktg.9615
psychological impact of the tragKathy Cassidy
Max Seigel
Law 101, 102, 103, 8100
edy upon the thoughts of AmerPhotography Editor
Faculty Advisor
Health
Ed.
71
ica's young people.
1
COLUMNISTS: Marvin Gross Wirth, Miriam Grosswirth, James
Because we feel that these letMonday,June 1, 1964
6:15 'P. M.
�·:30 P. M.
Greene.'
ters are important, we as individAcct. 21-0, 23 0, 9301
J
uals are collecting them for deposit Acct. 204, 262
Ins. 288
REPORTERS: Lenny Cohen, Val Clark, Larry Robbins, Ira Stoller, in the JFK Memorial Library and Advt. 225
Int. A.r. 148
John Dominsky, Myer Rossabi, Arthur Slater.
have been assured by officials at Credit l 70
284
Mgt. 10 7, 1.09 , 96 03
Ins.
COPY STAFF: Karen Grossman, Carol J. Reitzen, Barbara D.Caesar. the National Archives that the let-- In t. Tr.246, 341
Mktg. 219
ters will be stored in Washington
Mgt.
1
0
3,
9704
Real
Est. 297, 9399
PHOTO STA.FF: Mike Meyers, Andy Niemie.
until the library is completed:
Psych 1
As we are college students with Mat.163
CUB REPORTERS: Ted Eckmann, Carol Finkelstein, Fred Helsel, a limited budget, our only appeal Real Est. 9396
Sec. St. 402-13, 404
Steve Herman, George Lenkowitz, Monica Lucs, Laura Maisk:y, Bill is to students through college Sec. St. 401-11, 403, 411�11, 413,
Navarra, Nicholas Tsiokos, Al Smith.
447, 457
newspapers, and we need your supTuesday, June 2, 1964
8:30 P. M.
port and cooperation to make this
6:1 5 P. M,
Published weekly durlng the sohool term b7 the Publications Association of the
___::.=:..:..:...::::::___
BTenln� Session , _Bernard M. Baruch School of Business and Publlo AdmJntstratlon, project a success. If you have ___________ ...::.:.-,-:.:.:...:::....__:_:_
Stat.
156
The City College of New York. Address all oommu.nloatlon to The Reporter, Box 9-D,
Bus.
Bus.
Stat
9156
e
er
the
lett rs you
17 Lexington Avenue, New York 10. N.Y., Room 420, Student Center. Office hours saved any of
Int. Bus.9644
8 P.lll. to ll P.M., Monday through Friday. Telephone, GRameroy 8-7148.
ceived which commented upon the In t. Bus. 9645
Mgt.3 04, 9608
effects of the events in Dallas, and Mgt. 105
Mktg
Mktg. 9619
. ·112, 9219
if you are interested in donating
Ret.
130,
134
Mat.
160
them to the library, please send
Econ. 15, 2 0
Pub.Rel. 129
them to:
Polit.
1
Letters
Box 756
6:15 P. M.
Wednesday, June 3 , 1964
8:30 I':. M:,
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
,.
Bus Stat. 9659 L
If possible we would like to have Advt. 124
Int.
Tr.
345
Bus.
Adm.
9
5
0
0
envelope showing the
The Reporter is well aware that most of our readers the5 original
Mgt. 204, 405, 9204, 960 9
r
01
Mktg. 217, 8112, 9617
have seen many pages of copy on the World's Fair in the ;; W:: fet:11�,ia::·
�s�::t1!
140, 241.4
Real Est.192·
them
and
forwa
rd them in a body Mg t. 1 09/209, 2 08, 307, 9604
past few months. However, we feel that none of this copy
Ret. 9630
to the National Arch�ves in Wash- Mktg.211, 9616
has really been slanted toward the type of people that we ington, D. C.
Econ. 101, 102
Real Est. 193, 292
Ret.
23
0
,
237
It should be remembered that
are proud t� call Reporter �eaders; a young adult group with
__:....- _5_ _
_
_ _ _ - - -- - '-u - _ _ _ _ --_ __
T_h_u rsda
these letters will be made avail- _
8:3- 0
6 :1 P _ M_ __ ___
y,J n e 4 , 1964
P. M.
an interest in the business world, many of them married, able for examination by competent -------------,---'---�------Acct.103, 9393
and interested persons at the li- Acc t. 245, 260,. 9392
and some of them parents of small children.
Bus.Adm. 8100
brary, and thus, any personal mat- Int. Bus. 9649
The Reporter decided that to best serve the interests ter may be deleted or the letter Mgt.205, 9405
Mgt. 106, 9205, 9601
,
Mktg. 9212
of our readers, we would publish our own World's Fair Sup may be recopied omitting these Mktg. ll 0
194
Est.
Real
acknowlto
attempt
will
pa
We
rts.
plement. Our staff spent many hours, first doing research,
_ _ - - _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ ...: _
-_ _
_ - - ..:.
edge all letters which are received. 1 --6 :1 5 P_. -M.- ___Mo_ n_ d
,. June8 , 1964 ___8:30 P. M_ _
ay
then setting up appointments with the Fair exhibitors, and
We feel that if we are able to
Ac<;t.102, 203
in the past week visiting the Fair on three different days. obtain an adequate number of these Acct. 1 01, 8100
Mktg. ll4, 9610
We ar.e fairly certain that we have covered all of the 646 letters representing a fair cross- Advt.120, 8120, 9123
Real Est. 190
Int. Bus. 9140
section
of
the
U.S.
college
populaacres that are not under water.
Mgt.
207
tion, then our generation will be
The result is' a supplement prepared especially for you, enabled to make a real and unique Real Est. 191
containing special points of interest for women and chil contribution to history, helping to Ret. 135, 232
dren, transportation tips, a map, and a special report on the paint a clearer picture of our
exhibits of some of our leaders of .industry. We hope you times.
INTERCOLLEGANT
Sincerely yours,
MATH 150, 151, 152
will use it as a handy guide during the Fair.
PARTY
Thomas H.Maher
In the limited space available, we have tried to cover
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Tutoring Available
Saturday, April 25
as much as possible which we felt would be of interest to
Blacksburg, Virginia
Kathryn
Kulesher
Call
Eves. JE 8-5306
you. We were faced with such a large overset of copy at
Phone: UN 5-5590
Western Reserve U.
presstime that a Sports and Entertainment · Guide and a
Cleveland, Ohio
Museum Guide had to be deleted and will appear at a later
The Reporter will accept any
date. If we have omitted your company or industry, it is not
letters to forward to the above.
due to personal prejudice, but limited time and space.
Just leave your letters in Room
The "Miracle in the Meadow" represents many things 104, Student Center c/o The Re
to us. It's a chance to learn, a chance to have some fun, a porter or drop in The Reporter.
chance for a once in a lifetime experience, but most of all, office, Room 42 0, S.C.
it's a chance to come closer to the theme of the Fair, "Peace
Through Understanding."
We hope that you will derive as much information and
aid from our supplement as we derived enjoyment and edu
cation in its preparation. We would like to thank the World's
Fair Public Relations Department, the Exhibitors, the army
ACCOUNTANT ... female only.
of World's Fair employees, and most of all The Reporter staff,
Position in a small office in mid
without whom none of this would have been possible.
town Manhattan. Duties relate to
Estate Accounting. Typing skill
required. Starting salary $9 0 per
week. Refer to code No. 20 -165.
Perhaps Student Council can accomplish the ''Miracle
FULL CHARGE BOOKKEEPER
at Mealtime." Spurred into action by a Letter to the Editor . . . Male or female. Position con
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotony J,Dakea
nected
with an exhibitor at the
in last week's Reporter, Council's formation of a special com
alert with the same safe re you feel drowsy while driving,
World's
Fair.
Location
is
in
mid
mittee to investigate the unappetizing lunchroom situation is
fresher found in coffee and working or studying, do as
town Manhattan. Duties include
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do ••• perk up with
hereby applauded. Like the child who comes late for dinner, making out a weekly payroll for
handier, more reliable. Abso safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
we are fed Day Session's leftovers. Hungry students deserve 3 0 persons. Starting salary $125
lutely n ot habit-forming.
Another floe product of Grove laboratories:
per week.Refer to code No. 40-18.
a better selection of food for dinner.
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Miracles

In the Meadow;� .
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Help Wanted

At Mealtime . . .

THE SAFE wAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

THE REP
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CLUB NEWS

Job Opportunities
Govt. Accounting

A ,Ol' \ HELLl�. 'IC 'OCJE'l'Y
On Apdl 24, at 7:30 P.J\1. th
Agoru H 11 nic 'ociety will hold a
g n ml meeting, Events to be dis
cussed at this m oting a1· plans
for th
pdng Dane on Mny 8,
and th picnic on June 20 with
th
wmnn lub. Delegates will
be pick cl for th En t rn District
Co11fer nee as w II as the dcl gates
alio11al Sigma gpsilon
for th
Phi Co1wentio11.
'rhe meeting will b gin at 7:80
P.M. sharp and ml by 8:30 P.M.
so that all may attend t.he Inter
national lub function. 'fh meet
ing will take place in Room 212.
HI-FI CLUB
Woof r, 'l\ve t r
Oscillator
D. b. Meter
Discriminator

Th A counting Sod t)' in k ping with it polity of
di p n ing information to the tudent. held a s minar on
mploym nt opportuni ie in go rnmental accounting. Th
w York late D pru·tm nt
r pr ented wer the
ag nci
of Taxation and Finance, the . . Gen ral Accountino- Offic ,
• -----------and the Int :nal Revenue·<i>rvice of th U. . Tr ea ur. such book . Colleg cours s in accounting may b ubstituted for the
Depru-tment.
the ba is of eight
Mr. al Anastasio spoke 011 be- xperie11ce on
half of the e\\· York tate De- er dit. hours for ach ear of ex·
partment of Taxation and Finance, peri nc ; and finally a �atisfactory
and he pre ented the follow-ing in- quivalent of the abov trnilung
fommtion with regm·d to the po i- and •p rience.
Further information mav b ob
tion of Tax Examiner Train e:
Salary ., 5,600.00 for one y ar tained in the College Pinc ment
pon completion of Office or by sending for pam
traineeship.
train eship, the appointee will ad- phlet o. 323 and application blank Diode, Resistor
\'!Ince to the position of Tax Ex- to: ew York State Department of Rectifi r
amin r, pa)·ing $5,910 and over 5 Civil Service, Room 1100, 270 Hi-Hat Trahsistor
c· nl II he dollar. In , me l'n,1: · tJi,. 11
Amplifier
vears incr a es to 7,206. , ome of Broadway, ew York City.
..
.
1)
lp
1;u L' ti,, ln l"Ycr<lidn't hnn the mone:y to pay .•. (\\'�J4
Mr. Moe Wacks, who pre ented
the qualifications that are sat.is:
product
it
among
ts
Ji
which
many a word
There's
facton• are: th completion of a various data for the Internal Rev
01 Pon Tb.. . . .'. lndu: ri<:s, Inc.,
ha i I y. nutomn ion 1uipn1cn , and t nching machines, la t month full two year course with a diplo- enue Service, presented the follow Mentioned in fleeting
That will be heard
·1ught inH o a I 011 in arcounling. In i · annual report for 1963, ma in accounting from a business ing information.
•arning,a of 1. rmllion dollar: and writ -off. amounting to some 7.2 chool regi terecl by the Board of
The educational requirements for At our next meeting
ew the position of revenue agent are
(To be announced)
million dollar� wt·1 , d clar d. The \\0rite-offs follow oth l shown in Education of the State of
19 2 of n k , thun 11.3 million dollars. Therefore, in the past two York; or a degree including a mini- a four year college degree with 24
HILLEL-NEWMAN
y a , th company hu: written off a much as it has reported in mum of four semester courses in semestei· hours in accounting and
The annual HilJel-Newman Club
profit for the <le ade ended D c mber 31, 1963. The company's audi accounting from a ew York State directly related subjects. Upon ap Interfaith meeting will be held
tor , Erne-·t , Ern :;t, di:agree with the accounting system used. The Technical Institute or a Community pointment you may receive a start on Thursday evening, April 23, at
nuditol'. lafrn that '.•. lndu tries, properly, should have shown earn College; or 3 years of satisfactory ing salary of $5,795.00 a year, if Hillel House, 144 E. 24th Street,
ing of onl�- '(. million; they also object to crediting to Earned Sur full-time paid accounting or auwt- you have either an over-all "B" at 8:45.
plu · nn 11µp11r£"nt gain from the sale and lease back of most of its ing experience: one year of which average (or its equivalent), or you
The topic for th evening is:
propl·riy and quipm nt, which they considered defened further must have been in maintaining or are a college graduate in the up "The Catholic -and Jewish Com
r ntnl·. Had m'1nng ment heeded the auditors, U. S. Jndu tries would auditing double-entry books of a per 25% of your class, or you have munities View of the Ecumenical
hnv • had lo how a d ficit in its Earned Surplu account. But what business, including the general had one year of professional ac Council." The Catholic view will
bu. i1w·:111an perfors to show a deficit of any kind when there is an ledger, or in maintaing a govern- counting or appropriate student be presented by Reve1·end Charles
mental agency's books involving trainee experience. Otherwise your Genet. Reverend Genet is the New
alt rnath ... (B3 80p7).
'i 1ALL TREET . . . Climbing ever so smoothly, prices on the appropriating accounting and the entrance salary is $4,690 and upon man Club chaplain for both Day
Jew York Stock Exchange have risen 1nore than 50% from their lows preparation of budget and financial completion of six months training and Evening divisions at Cooper
of Jun, 1�62 as measured by the Dow-Jones averages. The rise has reports, or in the field of auditing course you are eligible for a raise Union. He is also parish priest of
up to $5,795. Further info1mation St. Mary's Church on the lower
b n most pronounced since the fateful day of ov.22, 1963. This un
is available in the College Place east side in Manhattan and has
int rrupted ri e has caused some students of the market to caution
ment Office or by writing to: Col been for the past seven years.
thnt n downturn is in the making. The bears are presently in the
The Jewish view will be present
lege Recruitment Coordinator, In
mino1ity becaus the bulls have all the figures and statistics on their
( Continued from Page 1)
ternal Revenue Service, P.O. Box ed by a rabbi. However, the rabbi
sic! pointing to a .till further ri e. Consumers are spending their tax
benefits, pro,;ding a lift that is heavily counted upon. Major corpora lished by the History Department 145, Grand Central Annex, N. Y., who will speak has not yet been
selected.
tions have announ ed large expansion plans. The auto h1dustry (which in honor of Professor Nelson P. N. Y. 10017.
This is regarded as one of the
<.Ii ·tly or lndirectI�, influences sales of many industries) has pre Mead, for forty-three years a mem
Mr. Vincent Palazzollo rep
anolh r record year. With more money to spend, and more time ber of the History Department and resented the M. L. General Ac highlights of the year for both or
die
to spend il in, more families are planning large vacations this year. for a large part of that time, its counting Office. He stated that ganizations. Interfaith meetings in
Pnsseng r traffic on airline flights are up to the highest level in Chairman.
their salary range is from $5,795- the past have been interesting and
y ars. Th cancer scare from the Surgeon-General's report has all but
$20,000 a year. Most just involve info1mative and have helped to
Contest Regulations
faded away and sales of cigarettes are above those of last year. All
a small amount of tr-aining. The genera,te a feeling of brotherhood
1. Applications must be spon GAO will only accept students who, to members of both org-anizations.
of thes optimistic indicators have combined to push the averages up
mem
two
by
writing
in
sored
entered
has
man
little
the
that
signs
are
There
to their record highs.
upon graduation, has compiled a Co-Chairmen for the event are
bers of the History Depart "B" average in all subjects or in Mary Canada of Newman Club and
the market again, but this time -a little more sophisticated and wiser
ment.
from the 1962 break.
accounting courses. There are a Freel Al.tschuler of Hillel. Refresh
2. Applications for the contest variety of locations throughout the ments will be served.
High price naturally raises the question of stock splits, and so
must be filed before May 3, U.S. to choose from and upon at
SAM AND ACCOUNTLNG
for this year 43 stocks listed on the big board have split, the same
1964, with Professor Snyder taining the status of senior you
SOCIETY
number that split in all of 1963. This is significant in itself because
of the History Department's may also serve in the European
The Accounting Society and
man)• of U1e announced or proposed splits are those of the giant "blue
Committee.
Prize
a Seminar on
present
will
S.A.M.
or Far East offices.
chips.' uch splits, along with an increase in the dividend payout is
3. The competition will take
a mark of confidence that management has in its company's earnings
Further infonnation is available "Arbitration and Accounting" on
7,
May
Thursday,
on
place
in the Marble
P.M.
10
at
27,
April
for the future. Perhaps this decade may live up to earlier designation
1964, from 1-3 P.M. in room in the college placement office or Lounge, Student Center. 'l;'he gµest
as the " oaring sixties" after all.
330 Wagner Hall. Each stu by writing to: M. I., General Ac speaker will be Dr. Samuel Ran
dent entering the contest will counting Office, 341 Ninth Avenue, hand, a C.P.A. and management
be given a specific time for New York, N. Y.,
41h AN NUA(/:7
professor at Baruch.
TYPING SERVICE
his appearance before the
The Tax Committee, under the
0
v-_
Re.sumes, Term Papers, etc.
committee of judges.
direction of student committee
Accurate • Fast Delivery
4. The committee of judges will
chairman, Fred Altschuler, meets
Spec/a/ Student Rates
include specialists in the varievery Monday at 7:30 P.M. in
(C011,tinued from Page 1)
Phone: JUDY
JUNE 8-12 / GROSSINGER, N Y
ous fields of history.
Room 212 of the Student Center.
\.Vurc- lor coJo,�d b,odu.u<'
5. The prize will be awarded at a story from the leads through Anyone interested is cordially in
7-7056
OR
COMPANY
GOYA GUITAR
64
S3 W 23rd St., New York. N Y
research, reporting, copy reading, vited to attend.
_ n_ ;;;;_e;;;;n_;;;;t..:.';;;;;1_9; ;;;;;·_;;;;_;;;;_ _ - and how it finally is all put "to
_;;;;
; :: :: ::::::::::::::::::;;;;; ;;;;Co _=;;;;;;e ;;;; c;e;;;;m_
;;;;
;�
bed."
:
,
;;;;;��;; � ::
I
;;;��;;;;;;;;;;
The Inter-Club Board, composed
of representatives of all the e>..-tra(Continued from Page 1)
curr:icular clubs, is sponsoring the
!CB Fair in order to promote stu- dancing teacher was asked what
dent interest in the member clubs. she enjoyed most about teachin!l'
ICB's not a social organization. It young men and women, she repleid,
exists for the sole purpose of or- "If I can draw just one 20-year
ganizing activities, coordinating old _out of his shel( of ii:isecurity, I
programs to guide, counsel and ?erive great sat1s�act1on kn�w
support clubs in meeting their• mg �h'.1t } am ?omg something
_
beneficial. . . .
goals.
An open mVltation 1s extended
Therefore by :inviting more than
Sloan
nt
the
Mrs.
and
e
by
Departme
_
4000 studen'ts who seldom appear
anywhere in the Student Center, .of Student Life to all_ students to
Dance
co-educational
_the
attend
ICB hopes that some will join or,
at least inquire about the clubs. Instruc�1on Hour every Thursday at
m the Oak Lounge, Student

City Contests

0-

FOLK FESTIVAL

/CB Fair

I

Dancing • • •

us

ALADIN

EATERS

WOULD RATHER FAIL
THAN SWITCH!

' ______

Award Given

1

(C011,tinued from Page 1)
High School where he graduated in 1958. The Barucl1 School Evening Session appealed to Hank
because be wanted a business background as bis education. In the
daytime Hank is employed by the
Real Estate Dept. of the Manufacturers-Hanover Trust on Fifth
Avenue.

�!;:!;._

Joy A,damson

(Continued from Page 1)
Student Life; Sigma Alpha, the
Evening Session honor society; The
Reporter, ICB, -and Student Council.
Mrs. Adamson was introduced by
Mr. Max Seigel, a member of the
Evening Session Engli-sh Department and Faculty Adviser for both
Sigma Alpha and The Reporter.
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T H E R EPOR T ER

Nine .Drops Pair to Hofstra; Lamport, Tigers Score
Falls Into Second Place Tie Victories in Overtime

By VAL CLARK
After stretching its winning streak to six games by defeating Queens College, City' s
With both games of a scheduled doubleheader being de
nine had its bubble burst with a double defeat at the hands of Hofstra College, Saturday. cided in the final seconds of an overtime period, the Evening
The twin loss d 1·opped City out•
Session Intramural Basketball Tournament completed its sec
of first place in the Met Confer- also won the nightcap by retiring
MET CONFERENCE
ond, and most exciting week of play, last Friday evening ill
ence and left Fordham University six men in a row in relief.
w
P
c t. Hansen Hall. It marked the first
,L
as the lone undefeated team. City
Hofstra jumped on starter Ron Fordham
0
1.000 time in the tourney's four year
4
now is tied for sec ond place with
2
Muller early in the nightcap as City College
.667 history that a game was played over Rosen's Rosies in the sec ond
4
Hofstra, both with 4-2 records.
game. It was the second defeat for
2
.667 past regulation time.
4
In the opener against the Dutch- Alfiere belted a three-run homer in Hofstra
the Rosies, thereby eliminating
3
2
.600
.
men, City rallied twice to tie the the first frame. City pecked away Iona
In the first game, Lamport them from the tournament. All
2
.333 House edged Carver Club, 57-54.
1
score only to lose in the ninth in- at starter Bill Parker and relief Manhattan
ot
her teams have played only once.
man George Seplowe to finally St. John's
.333 With eight seconds left in the over
2
1
i
c
7
to]] of the sixth. Wagner
.250 time period, Hank Bruh's foul shot Rivers' basket ended a closely
1
3
: b ;!n� ��\h� ;rg:t�p� move ahead in the
�!�fe
.000 broke a 54-54 tie. Six seconds later played game, wi th neither team
5
0
Trailing 3-2, Marino belted a NYU
but a two-run homer in the sixth
enjoying more than a three point
Bert Kaplan iced it for Lamport lead. The Tigers led at halftime,
inning put City on the short end of triple off the left centerfield fence.
Saturday's Schedule
Arson Varjabedian followed with
lay-up from underneath the 23-20, but both third and fourth
a 5-4 score.
at City College (2) :�te�.
Against Queens, City bui lt up a home run over the fence in ri ght- St. John's
qua1ters ended in deadlocks, 30(BabeRuth Field 11 A.M.)
an early lead and coasted to a 9-5 center and City went ahead 4-3.
all and 37-all, respectivelf Rivers
CarverRallies
and
Seplowe
retired
relieved
Roth
(2)
Manhattan
at
NYU
held
were
victory. All three games
and
Gene Goldstein accounted for
the next six men.
Hofstra at Wagner (2)
Playing the first quarter with all but five of the Tigers points.
at Babe Ruth Field.
only four men, Carver fell be- Rivers was high scorer in the game
In t11e twin bill loss, Ci ty pitchers Roth became the winner when Fordham at Iona
hind, 16-11, but quickly recovered with 22 points. Last year, Ri vers
were victims of the home-run ball. Vince Karakti n cleared the left
to
with the addition of William Oli- was the number two scorer in the
Last Week's Results
Nine of the visitors 12 -1 uns came field fence following a walk
phant
in the second qua t
1 er. At Intramural Tournament with a 18across on home runs. Hofstra Alfiere in the home sixth·
City had several chances early Hofstra 7, City College 4
the half, Carver led Lamport by point average. Edward Thome led
opened with two runs in the first
In the Hofstra 5, City College 4
four points, 28-24. Carver c on- the Rosies scoring attack with 19
inning on three walks, a double and in the game to breakaway.
left St. John's 7, NYU O
innings
tinned to maintain its lead in the points. He was followed by Stan
two infield errors. City tied the first three 1 as theT Beavers
f
e t1 1 e
third qua1ter, finishing with a 40- Picheny wtih 10 and MarvinRosen,
score in the third. Bill Miller beat ig l
f0 ��e� i� �he �ffst'.e if:� Iona 2, St. John's 1
s
a
s
e
b
32
lead. However, in the fourth who netted 6.
1 out a bunt and Howie Smith was
Fordham
anhattan
5,
4
:\l'I
with one out in
the
bases
loading
in/
quarter,
Carver started to take
er's
ch
cat
e
h
t
on
awarded first
one ,--------------, 1 long jump shots and with each
The box scores:
terference. Both runners moved up the second, City settled for
a
pair
and
Lages'
single
Bill
run.
and
miss
Lamport
started to close the Lamport Bouse
ball
ort
passed
a base on a sh
Oa"er Club
loaded he
l
G F P
gap. Wi th 10 seconds left in regulaG F P
home on Ron Marino's line ol"� wa ks
·
�
�\���\
��::
came
h
.
6 3 15
wsky O
O 0 Goldstein
� n came ac o1 ss o a
tion time, Al Lacbow scored to tie Broko
s 1 to 1eft
Bruh
6 3 15
5 2 12 H. Jackson
Muller
r,
but
grounde
7 1 15
O O O M. Jackson
the game, 48-all, thus sending the Frank
mifo�stra m·oved into a 4-2 lead on Henik's
ng
2 O 4
Goldman
at
plate
attempti
O O 0 Oliphant
the
out
was
by
game
into
overtime.
in the fifth on a two-run homer
3 o 6 Webb
2 1 5
Kaplan
ow.
the
overthr
to score on
BASKETBALL
Lackow
13 7 33
Both teams traded baskets in Lubo
Bill Cheslock off Smith. City got
wsky
2 o 4
Si ngles by Marty Antonelli and
Varsity coach Dave Polansky has tlie first two and a half minutes Scholar
even again with solo runs in the
l o 2
sixth and eighth. Barry Edelstein's Lage and walks to Miller and Mui- been elected president of the Metro- of play of the overtime period Totals 24 9 57 Totals
23 8 54
the
third
ler
forced
over
a
run
in
- politan Basketball Coaches Asso- which set the stage for Bruh and
si ngle drove in Lou Henik for the
16
!>-57
House . . 16
8
8
first run and Marino homered over But again City failed to get the c iation for 1964-65. He succeeds Kaplan's finish. -Al Lackow led Lamport
8
Carver Club
. . 11 17 12
6-54
ahead.
. Johnny Bach of Fordham. Roy Ru- Lamport's scoring attack with 33
the left field fence for the tying big hit to_ inove
t
i
h_
13
a
led
Lage
Free throws missed: Lamport House
and
Edelstern
bin
of
LIU
and
Danny
Lync
h
of
points.
Lackow
scored
13 field
run.
uh 3
c
w
v
n
ueens.
Edelste
r St. Francis have been elected vice- goals and seven foul shots for his b��b(�) _ .G�fJ';�� 1:; � J!�k�� �:
With Paul Lamprinos pitching attack against Q
1
in presi dent and secretary-treasurer, game high total. His is the sec, Oliphant.
in the ninth, the Dutchmen snapped homered and doubled to c\-ive
Officials:
Val
Clark
and
Marvin
Rosen.
and
respectively,· of the Association.
ond highest total i n intramural Timer: Bruce Alpert.
the tie on a walk and a long dou- two runs. Lage had th 'ee hits
Scorer: Burt Beagle.
play. Howie Seigle holds the intrable. Ron Alfiere capped the rally drove in two runs. Lage also wound
INTRAMURALS
mural single-game scoring record
with a two-run homer. The loss· up as the winning pitcher going
Tigers
Rosen's Rosles
an
built
City
plus.
innings
five
1-1.
at
The winners bracket of the sec- with 44. Rounding out Lamport's
evened Lamprinos' record
GF P
G F P
Goldstein
7 2 16 Joe L'm'cky
George Roth went the route for early 8-1 lead after five innings. one\ round of this -year's tourna- scoring were Bruh (12), Kaplan Mallette
1 1 3 John L'm'ky � g �
2-0.
is
record
Lage's
Roth
ment will take place in Hansen (6),, Steve Lubowsky (4) and Lou Rivers
the win, striking out 13 men.
4 2 10
11 0 22 Picheny
0 0 0
l O 2 Pincus
Hall this Friday night. In the open- Scholar (2). Gene Goldstein, Harold Walker
o o o Purvis
2 0 4
ing game, Lamport House meets Jackson and Melvin, Jackson each Webb
Rosen
2 2 6
Thome
9 l 19
the Tigers at 6:30. At 7:45 the tallied 15 points for the losers.
Beavers meet the Magnificent
18 5 41
Totals
20 3 43
Totals
Rivers'
Basket
De
cides
Seven.
Tigers . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
12
7
7
6---43
Walter Ri vers, leaping over a Rosen's Rosies . 10 10 10 7 4-41
On Friday, May 1, the losers
bracket will play. At 6:45 the defender's head to take an inbound Free throws missed: Tigers (9) Goldstein, Mallette 2, . Rivers 5. Walker.
Carver Club faces the Explorers pass with three seconds left in the Rosen's
Rosies (6) - Joe Lomnicky,
Professor Edward F. Lucia, City's fencing coach, has
' ,
and in the nightcap this Friday's overtime period, scored the winning Pickeny, Rosen, Thome 3.
peen named "Collegiate Coach ot t�e Year" fo�· 1964 by the losers will meet.
Officials: Val Clark and Jerry Levitt.
basket just as the buzzer sounded Timer:
Bruce Alpert.
National Fencing Coaches Association of America.
to give the Tige:rs a 43-41 victory Scorer: Burt Beagle.
LACROSSE
The award was presented t •
must �ave at least one of
After three straight losses, City
Coach Lucia at the NCAA Na- a_ coach
h1gh up m the All
broke
into
the
victory column with
tional Championships' at Jlarvard hrs fencers
s and must have
a easy 11-3 triumph over Lafa
University. Lucia described his Amenca selectton
a good season record. Ray Fields, yette University. This Saturday the
honor as "one of the greatest
awards a fenc ing coach can achieve,
team is at West Point meeting the
since it is award_ed by a jury of
Army "B" team.
his peers."
The troph'y is a renaissance cere
MEET THE MET(S)
nominal sword, an exact copy of
An attempt is being made by
swords worn by popes and em
HUB to have a member of the New
perors. The handle of the double
York Mets appear at the Baruch
edged broad sword bears the �wo
School sometime in early May.
headed figure of Janus - lookrng
Further details will appear in The
· into the past and into the future,
Reporter.
"which is what the fencing master
should always do," according to
Lucia. It is adorned by gold hilted
counter curved quillons, and it is
held by a brass hand when mount
ed.
The trophy was presented to
Presi dent Buell G. Gallagher at his
office recently.
In order to qualify for the award,

t0

Sports er·, efs

Edward Lucia Is Selected
Fencing 'Coach of the �ear'

THsEERUAnT

"THE ANATOMY OF·CORRUPTION
STUDIED IN BRILLIANT DETAIL"

sonnabe a 1Jrlde }

Fields on Top

Ray Fields, the. Eastern ;nt�r
collegiate
Fencing
Association
sabre champion, has been named
the recipient of the Mike Schaffer
Memorial Awa.rd for March. The
award is given to the City College
Athlete-of-the-Month.
Fields won the saber champion
ship at the Eastern Championships
the weekend of March 14, when he
and teammates Bob Kao and Aaron
Marcus tied Navy for the team
sabre title. In addition, the senior
engineering student, tied for sec
ond at the Nationals held at Har
vard later in the month, although
he finished fourth on touches. This
snowing was good enough for an
All-American selection.

Coach Edward Lucia

the Eastern Intercollegiate Sabre
Champion, who finished in :3- sec
ond place tie at the Nat10 nals,
satisfied the first qualification. The
Beavers' 6-4 record, the sabre co
championship which the team won
in the Easterns, and the fa.ct that
Fields and Bob Kao finished as the
gold and silver medalists in the
Easterns helped satisfy the second.
Lucia i n his tenth year at City,
was alternate Olympic coach i n
1956, and U.S. Coach at the World
Champfonshi ps in 1958. He was 50
years old last Saturday and has
been fencing since the age of 15.

Well, there's something NEW
that you just can't afford to miss
at the All NEW

'IWIN �TO�!

KOSHER CATERERS
Inquire now at no obligatio-n • • •
you'll be so glad you did!

Also , , , New Parking Facilities TOO I
1128 Eastern P'kway (Cor. Utica Ave,.)
PR 4-8080
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Barn�h Salutes World�s Fair
Random

ot s

13) ll.! H,\ RD 'P.\. L\Rl)I
hen you vi It the World'i1 Fa11·, 1
, n•ryone m .',,w York tl) will
do ·vrnlunlh·, ,, p,x,t to he 1111pre ed i>o tha.l you \\"tll not b
compl ,wly n�1·wh •Im d
F,.·p•,·t.
:ii.o, to spend mo,· thnn on day
,•rng th w nders of the Fnir.
Aboul tweh·e full du�· 1-· a good
estinrn •.
Th av 1-a.g,, paYilion will t..nk I
a ul 15 to 2 minute. lo \'iew.
ome of he lru·ger exhibit� will
tnk!' from on<'•hHlf hour to :1hout
3 hou . , dPpi,n,ling on wh11t interes
you. Y u will :se<? he mo:l 1
futuri tic building <hi�igns, the
conct>n1 fo1· the small •·t detail, and
m Pry c·oloi· c-ombinntion imaginhl •. 'p1·:lkii,A" of color. by all
mc:11n,. bring a cam r.i with r<llor I
f1lrn. r .UlitR" • t u 35 mm. canwra..
Tliis will gl\· you color :slid,•. an,I I
nny extra-ordinary picture. can be

r;��··<!i,� i

l'

01[

f �:;a� ;,d;�i�� � ��! I
• hould expcc , will be ready to sell
som of their war . Ther are a I
number of µo. ts throughout the I
fa.ii- that have a sign saying "1>ic
tur pot." You'll almost be guar
anteed b autiful pictur s at these
po·ts but you will find hundreds
of other angl s and locations on
y,rnr own. By the way, films can
easily be changed, out of the sun,
in the man�, co1n-eni nt telephone
booths provid d by the Bell Sys
tem. Fla.c;h attachments are a necesit�· for an�, indoor pictures.
'l'be push-button phones are the
latest from Bell Laboratories. I
tried one. I wa.<; able to dial in
about one-fifth of ihe time needed
for a regular dial telephone. r even
got my party.
Four days before the Fair of
fi ially opened, the Fair site looked
like a ational Guard bivouac area,
with truck rolling along the roads
and men digging and building. I
pr diet that they will never be
ready on time. Many of the work
8USf5
ers al o felt the same when asked
if they e.xpect to be finished by
Wednesday. Typical
comments
ranged from " o," to ·'\\'hat do
The five different areas of the ew Mexico ..................20
you have, stones in your head?"
If they do fini- h on time. then it Fair are divided on our map as New York City ................28
ollows:
can truly be called the ''1\'Iiracle in f
ew York State ...............32
Transportation ....................1·17
Oklahoma ....................26
Flushing ;\foado"··"
Federal and States ..........18·36
The Transit Authority ha_ refurOregon ..
.................90
International ...................... 37·82
..........147
bished all their station and trains
Texas ..
Industrial .. ......................84·130
on the Flu hing line which starts at
U. S. Federal .................24
Time
q. and terminates at :;\Iain
Lake Amusement ........131-147
West Virginia ................22
:tr et, Flu l1iTig. The World'- Fair Entrance gates are designated by-'-· Wisconsin ....................30
stop is at \Yillet Point, one top The Long Island Railroad and
before the last. and from all out- IRT Subway stations are located
International
ward appearances, the station is at Gate 1. Parking is avail.able ad- Africa .......................61
pa1t of the Fair. The ubway is jacent to Gates 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8. American-Israel ...............75
probably the easiest, most econom- FO'T convenience, we recommend Argentina ....................50
ical. and lea t aggra,ating way to public tra11t.,--portation. It will be Austria .......................60
cheaper, faster, and mu.ch Less ag. Belgian Village ...............80
travel to the World'- Fair.
Caribbean ....................52
While ,·isiti11g the "Coke" pa- gravating.
Central America-Panama ......51
vilion, Mr. Douglas. the public reTransportation
.
te th
s
����: otft:· lo�'1i:n !id :!:a�=� Chry ler ...................... · 8 ��t�U.
0rd · ·
· · · · · .. · · ··.4 F rance .......................76
the pavilion i readily di cernable , �e
ra j ;-;1 ?tor
· · · · · ··· · · 17 Greece
.................62
its open court makes a com-enient Haft 0 f ci
S nce · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ···3 Guinea .......................70
-place to meet friends.
L on 1s 1 ; ·
8 Hong Kong .... ...............47
When \isiting the Fair, travel p f �
1
Au
r
Y- e ipor · · · · · ·-··-� India-- ......................41
light. Bring the least amount of ? 1 . I
·
paraphernalia because the real way � �d0 tfi · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Indonesia .....................53
u
es
· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · 10 International Plaza ............77
tl1e see all i to 1,alk. Lunch and
cony
1°b.il
13 Ireland .......................43
· ·v·e·1· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· 12
dinner should be no problem be- Transpor ation · Tra
·
Israel (see American-Israel) ...75
cause there are ample 1-e"tauran
.
Rubber
..
and snack bars and t he food is l'. · pace Pa · · · · · · · · · ···· · · 11 Japan .........................65
2
k
·
·
·
U
r · · · · · · · · ·· · · Jordan .......................64
reasonably priced. Out· map of the
City, State and
Korea ........................44
Fair g:rounds mil be most helpful I
Federal
Lebanon . .
...............58
in planning your ow11 tour.
Ala ka .......................33 �1alaysia .....................68
We "i-h to acl.71owledge the a·- Florida ......................141 )Iexico .......................49
si lance of :'>Ir. Douglas. Coca-Cola Hawaii ....._ ................. 14� )lorocco ......................63
C-ompan.,: . Ir. Chabek, Ford )Io tor Hollywood, l. . A . ...........2a Pakistan .....................67
Company: )Ir. )Iahoney. Bell Sy - I Illinoi .......................21 Phillipines ....................57
tern: :'llr. Cella. IB)I: )lr. Turton, Louisiana ....................36 Polynesia .....................56
General :_\fotor- Corp; Jfr. Y 011 )Iaryland .....................23 Republic of China ....... . .....55
Bori General Electric Co.; and )lillnesota ....................35 Sierra Leone ..................69
the manv anon,n1ou worker- at .)Ii ouri ......................31 pain ........................54
the �a" .for thei: courtes.ies inl .);ontana ........ �· ...........19 udan ........................ 66
!?'8therma mformation for this -up- ::--e...- England tates ...........27 weden ......................72
1- e..- Jersey ................... 29 witzerland ..................73
plement.
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Thailand ........
....48 Unde1·ground House ............5
Venezuela ....................46 Westinghouse .................34
West Berlin : .................37
Amusements
•
Aerial Ride & Restaura11t ....138
Business and Industry
AMF
Monorail
...............131
All-State, Macy's .............102
Ame1:ican Inte riors ............98 Amphitheater ................144
Bell System .................110 Auto Thrill Show .............16
Better Living Center .........125 Avis Antique Rent-a-Car .......6
Chun-King .................. 135 Continental Circus ...........132
Chw1ky Candy ...............120 Dancing Waters ...............139
Clairol ......................114 Flume Ride & Kiddyland ...... 134
Coca-Cola ...................103 Jaycopter Ride ...............140
Continental Insurance .........121 Les Poupees de Paris .........137
Dupont ......................105 Maroda Boat Rides ...........142
Electric Power lfr. Light .......-112 Mississippi Ri-ver Boat ........145
Santa Maria .................143
Equitable Life
Assurance Society ..........107 Swiss Sky Ride ...............74
Wax Museum ................136
Religious and Fraternal
1oe:: : : : : : : : : : : : : :
General Cigar ...............118 Billy Graham .................38
Gene ral Elect ric ..............113 Boy Scouts of America .......127
General Foods Archways ......86 Christian Science .............81
Hall of Education ............ 108 Dynamic Maturity ......'......101
Hall of Free Ente rprise .......78 Masons ................... ...40
House of Good Taste ..........85 Mo rmon Church .... ...........89
Protestant-O rthodox Center ....93
Inte rnational
Business Machines .........106 Russian Orthodox Church .....126
Johnson's Wax ...............111 Se rmons From Science ........71
Julimar Farm ................124 Two Thousand Tribes .........42
Kodak .......................129 Vatican City .................79
Gardens, Parks & Services
Mastro Pizza .................97
Medo Photo ..................128 Ame rican Express ............39
ational Cash Register ........94 Eastern Airlines .............. . 1
Parker Pen ..................115 Enterprise Common ...........99
Pepsi Cola ...................130 First :'ilational City Bank ......83
...........14
Radio Corpo ration
Greyhound
o f America .................87 Industrial Common .......... 119
Rhei11gold ...................117 Meditation Garden .............82
Schaefer Center ..............123 X M. U. Park ................15
Scott Paper ..................116 Pan American Highway
Seven-Up ....................104
Ga rden .................... 122
Simmons .....................91 Parade Ground ...............92
inger Bowl .................. 84 River Common ................ 88
Travelers Insura11ce ..........109 Wo rld's Fair Pavilion .........95"
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Attractions for l(ids Nite Flashes Cultural Institutions
Throughout the Fair
Ass1·st WorId's Fa1·r
By KATHY CASSIDY
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By MAURICE JOSEPH

'

Question: What does working at
the World's Fair mean to you?
Location: World's Fair grounds.

By WALTER SOBEL

If you are taking children to the Fair, it might be wise George Giovagnoni
New York's art and cultural institutions will put on
to sprinkle your tour with events that have a special appeal Queens Village, laborer
dazzling exh'ibitions for its many visitors during the World's
to the younger set. You may include in your agenda:
That's a hard Fair. The Guggenheim Museum, whose controversial archi
American Indian Village - cere--«•>------------
• tecture was designed by the
question to an
monial dances, rites, sports and ture train ride around the exhibit
swer. I don't 1T7
late and renowned Frank
D •
(50c children, $1 (25c admission).
handicrafts
feel that it's dif WOT
S L' ll lr Lloyd Wright, will house a coladults).
ferent than any
Les Poupees de Paris - The
lection of works by one of the
"Bounty"-the fully-rigged boat sophisticated puppet show that took
other job, any

ld,

M.G.M. reconstructed for "Muitny
on the Bounty" (50c children, 90c
adults).
Continental Circus - John Ring
ling North's one-ring circus fea
tures European stars ( Reserved
seats $1 to $3).
Festival of Gas - Carousel, fun

New York by stom1 a while back
returns ,vith a show for the whole
family (Children $1.25, adults
$2.50).
Missouri - A replica of Lind
bergh's "Spirit of St. Louis" and
the Mercury and Gemini space cap
sules.

place else - ex
cept the over
time is great.

Cola Pavilion
I hope to meet
people from all
over the world
-an experience
which I can car
ry back to
UCLA when I
return.

Reporter Photo by Andy Niemie

house, and puppet show.
'Florida - Porpoise show ($1
children, adults $2).
Flume Ride - "Shooting the ra
pids'' while seated in a floating
hollow log ($1 admission).
General Cigar - Magic show.
Illinois - a walking, talking
Abraham Lincoln created by Walt
Disney.
Long Island Railroad - Minia-

,Self Planned
World's Fair
Sight-Seeing
By LENNY COHEN
Whether your trip to the New
York World's Fair is already
planned or whether it is still in
the dreaming stage, you may bene
fit by knowing the attractions and
the layout of the Fair's five major
areas; which main avenues gci
where, and what transportation is
available at the fair gxounds.
Adjacent to the chartered bus
terminal is the Transportation Area
with its main thoroughfare, the
Avenue of Transportation, arching
downward across it. Within this 69
acre section of the fair, you will
find some really strong crowd-get
ters, among them Ford's Magic
Skyway auto trip and General Mo
tors' Futurama, both of which plan
to be exciting trips into time and
space. If you'd rather participate
and show off your driving skills,
Socony Mobil can accommodate you
with its driving test-game which
is judged by an impartial IBM da
ta processing machine. Witnessing
the thrilling auto show, which is
staged in a 7500-seat stadium en
elosing a banked figure-eight track
which encourages dare-devil man
euvers, is for those who would
rather watch than participate.
Directly above the Transporta
tion Area and north of the new and
improved Grand Central Parkway,
is the Federal and States Area.
Cutting across it is the Avenue of
the States, with many state pavil
ions gathered along the sides. One
can see many clifferent sights which
depict the specialties for which
each state is known; polar bears
(Alaska), porpoises (Florida), a
movie set (Hollywood) a cool mil
lion dollars in gold nuggets (Mon( Continued on Page S-4)

Sayville, L.I., construction foreman
"Peace
The
Through U n 
de r s t a n d ing" theme is
reflected on the
job through the
g o o d working
conditions with
my men. I hope
that people who come to the fair
will think of those who helped
build it.

Pepsi Cola - Walt Disney's sa
lute to UNICEF takes you by boat
to a.Disney v'ersion of Africa, Eu
rope, the Middle East, and Far
East, Central and South America.
Animated figures of people and
animals entertain en route..
Santa Maria - Christopher Co
lumbus' flag ship authentically re
created (children 50c, adults $1).
James Renix
Sinclair - Dinoland and a dino
saur watcher's qelight is ,the crea New York City, laborer
I' v e b e e n
tion of animal sculpturer Louis
working on the
Paul Jonas.
Swiss Sky Ride - 113-foot high
fair g r o uh d
cable car ride spans the distance
since last year.
between the Swiss and Korean pa
Its' been an en
vilions on a scenic four-minute ride
joyable experi
with a view of the entire fair
ence.
(Admission 75c).
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By WALTER SOBEL
What is a fair? There is the
small country fair which is held
primarily for fun. There are trade
and industrial fairs where business people show the public their
products and services. We also have
art fairs, better known to us as
festivals, which bring us the lively
arts in such forms as music, dance,
and drama. Just name it and there's
a fair to accommodate it. A fair
means many different things to
many different people.
Now if we put the word "world"
in front of a fair it combines all
the different types and may be
portrayed as an international showcase to please everyone.
Robert Moses, who is president
of the 1964-1965 New York World's
Fair describes one in this manner,
"It is an Olympic game where the
peoples of the world send their
best products, scientific developments, art and culture, for open
competition in much the same manner as athletes are sent to compete
in the many varied events of an
Olympic schedule."
Some of our past World's Fairs
have given us symbols to rememher them by, others have given us
a glimpse into the future. The first
Worl�'s Fair held in London, �ngland m 1851, sponsored by Prmce
Albert was a tremendous success,
and had as its _symbol t?e . Crystal
Palace, a magnificent bmldmg that
stood for over 80 years before a
fire destroyed it in 1936. The fair
also gave us the musical inst1-ument, the saxophone, which was in
vented by Antoine Sax, who gra
ciously gave his name to the in
strument. The fair of 1867 held in
Paris, left behind it two new pro(Continued on Page S-4)

World's Fair Accessible
By L,and, Sea, Air Routes

It's all a matter of choice in
getting to the World's Fair at
Flushing Meadow. One can travel
by land, air and sea at prices rang
ing from 15¢ to $5 for,a one way
trip from Manhattan to the Fair.
The New York City Transit
Authority announced a new week
end schedule of Super Express
service to the Fair on its IRT
Flushing Line, the only subway
line serving the Fair. These trains
will operate every six miriutes from
Times Square and 42nd Street,
stopping at Grand Central Station
and then non stop to the Fair Sta
tion at Willets Point. The trip will
take approximately twenty min
utes. In addition there will be reg
ular Flushing Line local trains
making all stops from Times
Square to the Fair with a thirty
two minute running time..
The IRT West Side Subway and
the BMT Broadway Subway have
a free transfer to World's Fair
line connects with World's Fair
IRT Lexington Avenue East Side
linue connects with World's Fair
trains at Gi-and Central. The BMT
Astoria Line connects with Flush
ing line trains at Queenborough
Plaza station in Queens. The IND
Queens line to Jamaica (E and F
trains) has a free transfer to
Flushing line trains at 74th Street
and Broadway in Jackson Heights,
Queens. In adclition the IND sta-

world's most famous painters, Vincent Van Gogh. The museum is located 3:t �9th Street and 5th Aye.
A pamtmg, whose purchase pnce
became the talk of .the art world
because its final bid was over 2
million dollars, will hang in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art lo
cated at 82nd Street and 5th Ave
nue. The title of the painting is
called "Aristotle contemplating the
bust of Homer," painted by one of
the master painters of all time,
Rembrandt.
The Gallery of Modern Art, better
known as the Huntington Hartford
museum, will display posters di
picting past World's Fairs. This
museum is located at Columbus
Circle near the Coliseum at 59th
Street.
An archaeological exhibition,
whose theme wi!J focus on the an
cient world of biblical times, may
be viewed at the Jewish Museum.
The, exhibition may be seen at 5th
Avenue and 92nd Str�et.
Museum of Natural History
Exploring one of the most important questions of our time will
be the contribution of the Ameri
can Museum of Natural History,
the question being, "The Popula
tion Explosion." The museum is located at 79th Street.
New York's art colony, located
in and arounp Greenwich Village,
will give the World's Fair visitor
many fine examples of contem
porpary works during the summer
months ahead
Many of the art gallerys will
have displays on exhibition in the
New York City Building at the
World's Fair
__·_____

World�s Fair
Special Sights
For Women

Although most of the exhibits at
the Fair are designed to appeal to
almost everyone, we think the la
dies will find the following exhibits
of special interest:
Better Living Center-More than
100 exhibitors in industries relating
to fashion, food, health, home, fam
ily ·security, and leisure are repre
sented in the third largest pavilion.
Among the special events here will ·
be the frequent fashion shows in
the Crystal Palace.
Clairol - for women only. Dur
ing a six minute ride on the Clairol
Color Carousel, each guest will re
ceive a personal haircoloring anal
ysis.
House of Good Taste - Three
beautifully des1gned homes and
gardens emphasize swimming pools,
landscaping, and gracious living.
Over 100 exhibitors are participat
ing.
Pavilion of American Interiors---

RePorter Photo by Andy Niemie A showcase for the finest in Ameri

TJ1e cluster of white balloons signifies a refreshment stand and you can interiors - room settings, fur
niture, lamps, draperies, etc. will always be near one. Inverted V's mark the Austrian Pavilion.
prepared by top American decora
tion at 8th Avenue and 42nd Street 80 and 81 leave for the Fair from tors. (Admission: adults 50c, chil
has an underground passageway Flatbush and Nostrand Avenues, dren _under 14 free).
direct to World's Fair bound trains. Broadway and Van Sinderen Ave
Singer Bowl - an exhibition un
However, an extra 15c fare is re nues in East New York and New der the grandstand of the 17,000
Lots and Livonia Avenues. There seat open-air stadium features the
quired to transfer here.
The Transit Authority wilJ ·also ,vi!l be a 25c fare on these special wonderful world of sewing.
operate its busses to the Fair from busses.
Private bus operators will op,
Brooklyn and Queens points. In
Scott Paper Company - in a
Queens, TA busses will leave from erate busses to the Fair from vari scenic woodland setting, Scott will
Main Street and 41st Avenue, La ous points throughout the city. tell the story of paper from the
Guardia Airport, and 169th Street Green Bus Lines Inc. will operate tree to the tissue and look into the
to the Fair from Queens and Wood- future of products made from foam
and Hillside Av�nue in Jamaica.
(Continued on Page S-4)
In Brooklyn, the new TA routes
and other materials.

\ ,'<in

The People Wall"I
t IBM Pavilion

RTER

ni p h r = An
t rnal Th m

\\'I h lBl\! Elc<'lric Tn>e\\ 1·ite1.·
a, ail bl, for public U>' •
l...ocut
throughou th )lU\"ilion
will he n coll ·ct ion of d Yic •. anti
pluc. to show th intimat.e con
n ion b w 1en a <"ompnl.er anti
pt bability h ory. n of th demn. tralions will be a fifte n-foot
high wnll of glass, r sembling a
., rlical pinball machine. Jn id ,
some 17,000 plastic ball. ca.s<'ad
down through a pin maze and com
lo r t forming a probability curve
al the base.

GM's Futurarna:
Road of Progress

-S

o. mic mys trace a luminous turama exhibit.
palh through· a spark chamb r . . . The Futurama will also transport.
a multiwh I cl v hicle crawl som 70,000 persons each day in a
aero s a simulated desert on the chain I.rain through what GM d moon ... a h)rper-v locity projec igners, who rent d the entire ex
t.ii d mons lrates the impact of hibit and pavilion, say may be the
meteorites on space vehicles ...a world of tomonow. Also on display
mechanical heart pumps on and will b General Motors automotiv ,
on . . .
hons hold and other products.
The "Av nue of Progr ss'' was
General Motors highlights these
and olh r research areas along th designed to portray the role of sci
ence in the continuing progr ss of
a tractions of GM's Fu- mankind. It subjects range from
s pace age technology to radioiso
topic analysis of metals.
A key activity of any major
indust.1ial organization, for exam
ple, is fundamental research into
materials and their behavior. The
Avenue's materials exhibit alone
includes 160 panels displaying me
tal s , . semi-concluctors, polymers,
ceramics, etc.
The panels illustrate, among
other things, how materials are
tailored to improve strength, stiff
ness, corrosion resist ance, wear
characteristics, fatigue durability
and appearance. Control of thes e
properties is a never-ending study.
There are also examples of how
new materials are developed such
as the growth of semi-conductor
crys taJs or polymers laboratory
formulation of new plastics within
a physics laboratory.
Application of these many dif
ferent materials include displays of
thermo-electric cooling, microelec
tronics, solid state electrical s ys
tems and the use of sensors recti
fiers, controllers, photocells, �witch
es, transducers and temperature
sensitive microprobes for medical
research.
Obviously, energy conversion is
General Motors' No. 1 job. In a
o
o
ge S 4 )
--------------------------®• presented to the Fair by United.�·--------------___:(_C_ _n_ti_nu.e_ _d_ _n_P_a_::__ _- .:___
States Steel Corporation, rises 12
stories_ above a 300-f?ot circular
1·eflectmg pool and weighs 940,000
po
s
;;:: Unisphere seeks to dramatize
the interrelationship of the peoples of the world and their hopes
The "Global Holiday" exhibit of or the deck of a luxury liner ship
Ford fotor Company's Wonder the essence of 11 nations of the of "Peace Through Understanding."
These words are inscribed on steel the Coca-Cola Company puts visi anchored off Rio's Copacabana
world.
Rotunda is highlighted by the
tors
into the middle of five world beach.
In addition to the attractions plaques at the edge of the pool:
" fogic kyway ' created by Walt
Hong Kong, the first stop in the
DiE<ney. V.rb.ile electronically guid just mentioned, the Ford pavilion "Unisphere: Dedicated to man's famous locations. These exotic
ed and controlled convertible s offers a collection of fine works of aspirations toward peace through pa1-ts of the world are reproduced tour is a tiny British Cr9wn Col
in
their
entirety.
Not
only
the
ony.
The streets of busy Hong
mutual
understanding
and
s
ymbol
round a curve at 4 m.p.h.flashing art - from miniature carvings to
strobe light
and
tereophonic gigantic murals.Included are paint izing his achievements in an ex sights, but the authentic sounds, Kong with their fascinating shops
odor
s , and temperatures the Fair are featured in this exhibit.
panding
universe."
sound e.ff ct give the sensation ings by artists from each of the
The entrance of the Taj Mahal
Many engineering and design dif goer senses as he visits Hong Kong,
of spe ding through the sound bar- 50 states. Walt Disney again dis
1-ier. uddenly you are riding a plays his ingenious talent by por ficulties had to be overcome in the park surrounding the Taj Ma is the next stop on the tour. It was
highway in the skey and you have traying the inner workings of a order to achieve the desired effect hal in India, a cozy Bavarian ski built at Agra, India in the seven
an aerial view of the entire Fair. car as an orchestra made entirely - a piece of open sculpture (vir lodge, a tropical rain-forest nea.r teenth century by a Mongol em( Continued on Page S-4)
tually every part exposed), a globe the ancient temple of Angkor Wat
tipped at an angle of 23 ½ degrees,
just as the earth is tipped, and
orbital rings representing the path
of man-made saterntes now circling
the earth.
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Ford Rotunda Shows
Disney's Magic Touch

v.·s1·ts Fore1·gn. Countr1·es

Bell Telephone's
Newest Gadgets
Fine Fair Treat

�le riding on Ford's 'skyway"
you pa..«s through time tunnels
which trace the dawn of history to
the threshold of tomo1TOW. cene
after scene - from the age of
dinosaurs and the ca,e man era to
the pace City made possible by
today'_ technology - all is animat
ed wi h a new s:,stem Disney calls
"Audio-Animatronics."
Ano her feature of the Wonder
Rotunda is the "International Gar
dens" which were also created by
Wal D.isne,. Here, in an air-con
ditioned oasis. you are free to wan
der among d�lightful. miniature
"villages"' and cenes that capture

of car parts. Here is the music of
spring - an auto sp1ing . . . as
a xylophone made of spring leaves
taps out its part of specially com
posed music. The rhythmic beating
of a drum is true to life, for its
head is stretched over a brake
drum. Banjo s trings are choke
wires stretched o,er hali an axle
housing and attached to spark
plug· for tuners. The novel "Auto
Parts Harmonic Orchestra'' con
sists of 13 instruments, from bas
,iola to clarinet.
Without a doubt, the Wonder Ro
tunda is a "fair" in itseli that
e,eryone will enjoy.

By ALLEN MITH
The Bell System's Pavilion is
composed of two major elements:
a chair ride in the floating wing;
and a series of Jive demonstrations,
displays, and audience participation
games in the exhibit hall located
in the lower level, under the wing.
The first room the visitor enters
is the Exhibit Hall cons is ting of
photographs of the Bell System
people at work.It will, of course,
include pictures of Western Elec
tric, Long Lines and Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, as well as
those of the operating companies.
In the Senses Area, the visitor
can examine speech, vision and
hearing. There are two major ex
hibits - a demonstration of Visible
Speech and Vocal Prints and one
of the Artificial Larynx and the
Vocoder.
Because the voice is transmitted
on the telephone, they have devis ed
ways of studying it. The visible
(Continued on Page S-4)
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Transportation· to the Coke Features All Types of Fusion
Fair by Any Means, G!c?n?n:! f,.;?a::1�3) Unite at GE's Exhibit

, (Continued from Page· S-2)
haven Blvds., Kew- Gardens Road
and Queens Blvd. a nd from the
Archer Avenue bus termina l in
Jamaica. An extra 15c fa11e will be
charged on these lines. Triborough
Coach Co. will extend its Astoria
Blvd. and L,a Guai;dia Airport lines
to include the Fair. Queens Transit
C orp. will include · the Fair .on its
College Point to Jamaica and Wood
side to Flushing line. Both com
panies will charg,:i1 their regular
15c fare.
The Gray Line will operate
busses to the Fair leaving hourly
' from 460 W. 42nd Street, 48 th
Street and Lexington Avenue, 44th
Street and 8th Avenue and 32nd
Street between Broadway and 7th
Avenue. The f are w:ill be $1.
In the Br onx the West Fordham
Transportation Co. will operate
busses from Fordham Road and
Univernity Avenue to the Fair. The
fare is also $1.
The Long Island Railroad will
operate special air conditio�ed
trains to its station just o utside
the F air's main · gate f,rom Penn
Station in New York and i ts st a
tion in Jamaica, Queens. 'These
non-stop e:l5Pr�sses will leave e:,ery
few minutes from both stati ons.
The trip from Penn Statio:1 w!ll
take only 12 minutes and 1t wtll
take 20 minutes from Jamaica. The
far e will be 50c each way from
either Penn Stati on 01: Jamaica.
Via Water . . .
By water, a Fai,rgo er wili have
his choice of Circle Line, Orange
Steamboat Lines and American
Hydrofoil boats as these lines wi_ll
. operate regul ar service to, the Fair
from points in Manhatta n and the
B
1, i�:Ci e Line will s ail from its
West 42nd Street pier •at a char ge
sail
of $2.75 one way. Orange will
fro m the Battery at $3.00 per -per
will
ats
bo
foil
o
Hydr
son one way.
,operate every 10 rr,tinutes from the
•foot of Wall St�·eet, the foot of
25th Street and the East River ,
nx.
and Clas on P oint in the Bro
Helicopter service will be profrom
irways
vided by New York A
1 the Wall Street heliport and each
a
irp
orts.
of the three metropolitan
Fares range from $5 from La
The
ark.
Guardia to $10 from New.
flights will take from 3 to 11 minutes.
By Auto
The Fairgoer may also drive �is
car t o the Fah-. The ,three maJ or
appi:oa:ches to .the Fair are the
L ong I sland Expressway, the Grand
Central Parkway, and the Van
Wyck Expressway. The Long I�land Expressway is reached i directly from the Queens . MidtoWI).
Tunnel exit in Queens and the
Grand Central Parkway begins at
the Queens end of the Triborough
Bridge (which connects Manh attan Queens and the Bronx).
Throughout the city highway
complex, orange ai:id blue signs are
p osted to direct, Fairgoers . to t�e
Fair's p arking lots. The charge is
$1.50 per day. The' �apacity' of the
Fair's parking lots is 20,500 cars.
There will be other privately operated l ots in the vicinit y, with
. charges �rom $.50 and �P- The
·

. . . Futurama

(Continued from Page S-3)
power theme center, s ome of G:M's
most recently developed· engmes
are displayed including the GT-309,
a new vehicular gas turbine spe
cifically designed for commercial
and heavy-duty applications.
Both conventional and novel
(POW(lr p�ts ,are s�own - gasoline,
a fou1< cycle Diesel and a Stirling
Thermal or external combusti on
engine. Even future p ower systems
al!e illustrated - thermoelectric,
thermionic, magpetoplasmadynam
IC fuel cell and liquid metal cell.
Exhibits of these v arious systems
are, in effect, progress reports or
, .state-of-the-art displays. Such sys
tems are des/gn�d. f or specialized
future needs.

By ALLEN SMITH
Greyhound Corporation will op- peror, Shah ;J ahar as a memorial
erate shuttle busses from the Fair to his dead ,vife.
This World's F air will be the
first
parking lots. Automobiles aTe e."'<t
ime
a large genera l audience
Bavaria in South Gennany boasts
pected to bring nwre than 30% of man.y popular Alpine ski resorts. has witnessed an actual demoustra
,the Fair's visitors.
o
ti
trolled nuclear fusion, a
n
o
c
f
o
n
A win ter sports holiday in this part
of the world o;ffers all age groups scientific development of major
significance
in man's quest fo i; new
informal fun.
Cambodia, which lies bet ween energy s ources. Each demonstration
a
t
the General Electric pavili on will
Thailand and South Viet Nam in
(Ccnitintted from Page S-3)
Southeast Asia, has a tropical cli- be a full scientific experiment in
speech tra nslator helps them to mate, and jungle a. iid forest are which fusi on reactions are ,achieved
by the same techniques which have
learn about speech by displaying reproduced in the Coke exhibit.
Rio de Janeiro, on Brazil's Atlan- been used for studying these prothe so unds of the voice on a telecesses
at the G.E.Resea rch Laboratic
,
the
S
o
u
t
coas
t
is
h
American
vision screen. A print of his voice,
on paper , will be given to the co untry's chief sea port. Over three tory.
will
As
be explained to audimillion people live in Rio and m any
volunteer as a souvenir.
ences during each demonstration,
The Artificial Larynx ' will be to urists find this sophisticated and fusion promises humani
ty - in the
pro vides
demonstrated as the Bell System cosmop olitan modern city
·
distant future - the benefits of a
Laboratories' inventi on which re- an unforgettable vacation.
virtually
unlimited
supply
of ener1
stores the gift of speech to those
Ham Operators lnvited
. gy. Predictions are that it may
:��:! l
st the use of their
Besides
p
r esenting a global holi- fulfill man's power needs by using
�t��d;�
day tour for visitors, the Coke the most common of all natural
The Vocoder Exhibit will show Pavilion is headquarters for ama-/ reso urces: . water. Thus, i t has the
how this experimental machine teur radio operators at the World's promise of unlimited p ower for an
samples the voic'e, selecting only Fair. Any amateur radio operator unlimited amount of time, with
parts for t ransmissi on and rec- who visits the exhibit will be al- minimal "fuel" costs.
o nstructing them into a complete lowed t o broadcast from the studio
The fusion process demonstrated
conversation at the receiving end. after presenting a ham radio ticket in this experiment uses deuterium,
Bell will actually demonstrate how or amateur radio operator license. a speci al form of hydrogen found
it takes you-l· voice apart and puts Ham radi o operators anywhere on in water - not water itself. Calit back together again.
t he glo be will be able to tune in to culations indicate t here is enough
One of the most interesting parts the excitement and glamo ur of the deuterium in 011e gallon of water to
of th_ e exhibits is the Picture Phone, World's Fai r by contacting K2US, produce, thr ough controlled fusi on,
Service. -Here the aµdience partici-1 the special call letters assigned to energy equal to that of 350 gallon s
pates in an actual research proj- the short-wave voice of the Fair.
of gasoline. Extraction of deuect conducted by the Bell Telephone
The largest _car illon in the world terium from ordinary water i s an
Labs on TV-telephone s. There will is i nstalled at Coke's exhibit. The inexpensive process.
be si x picture telephones in .this unprecedented 610 bell instrument
At presen t the energy output i s
area which are interconnected to possesses great musical versatilit y determined from the number o f
allow a participant, using any one, and offers unique opportunities f or free neutr ons r eleased by the reto see and speak with any of the outst anding carill onneurs to per- actio n. When the day comes that
o�hers. B�l\ Labs people wi!l inter- form works whi_ch r eq�ire full or- contro l�ed nucl_e ar fusion becomes
.
view part1c1pants to determme such chestration. Visitors will hear the a pr actical reality, these high-speed
things as: �ha� kinds. of service carillon strike t�e hours, _and twice neutrons will probably be har.:
they would hke it to perform; how a day there W11l be carillon coµ- ne ssed as heat energ-y.
·
they would use !t and . w�at �he certs.
GE's Progress�and ties _in with
value of ,a service of this kmd . For the 'Soft sell method of sell- tbe World's Fan· by usmg the
would be to them,
mg the world's most popular soft theme "Peace Thro ugh UnderstandThe climax of the exhibit is a drink, the Coca Cola Company has ing," naming theirs "Progress
view of the actual Telestar I sate!- spent nine million dollars on this through Electric Power." It will
lite.
colossal public rela tions promoti on. interpret , in an education al and
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designed water ride (Pepsi Cola), Pacific Northwest, see a circus pa(Continued from Page S-2)
tana), and many others. The New and view fascinating exhibits in rade and watch the show under the
york City pavilion is located in the more than thirty other builtlings . big top, board an exact replica of
What's next? Well yo u're prob- Christopher Columbus' flagship the
middle of the Avenue of the States,
and half of it is a remarkable ably a little foot sore and tired Sant a Maria, view more than 30
now, s o before you leave the life-size tableaux in the Interna
y
b
three dimensional scale m odel of
t he city wit h all of it s 840,000 International Ar ea, why do;n't you ti onal W ax Museum, ride the AMF
r est for a while a t the Sim- m onorail 40 feet a bov e the ground,
ust
structures. To the left, in the big j
Federal Circle, i s the $17 million mons Beautyrest Cen ter · f or a and be entertained by w orld-faUnited States Pavilion with the while. Here you can ren t a private mous puppets from Paris.
r
Of course it · is impossible to
theme of "Challenge to Gr eatness." "rest-alcove" and take a half-hou 's
A specially designed ride c onveys nap or just slip o ff your shoes cover the entire fair grounds, 646
t acres, on foot in o ne day;
fee
ur
o
ching
y
a
rub
and
e
and
sor
ugh
o
thr
ur
o
h
3,000 passengers each
a s a mat
Cinerama's combination film and for a few minutes. A quick glance ter of fact, it is estimated that 12
3-D exhibit illustrating the pio- at your fair guide book while yo u're hours a day for 12 days, (or 144
neer spirit of America' s past, pres- resting will tell you (a,nrl your houi;s) would be necessary rto com
tired bo dy) t hat the fift h area is pletely encompass the entire
exent , and future.
T
t
l
s
hibition. Buses, speci al trains, and
The well-known Unisphere, which :�� i::are 1�ise::� ���a, ��1
unique taxis are on hand to help
symbolizes the Fair is situated is locat ed
at the far e aSt section you get around. Greyhound, -which
between the Federai and States
1
.
provides guide and information
AJ;ea and the International Area ��
��� ��\�:�;�
services within the fair complex,
a
a
wner� the treasures of many n
t
has a fleet of glass-topped picture
tions are o n di s:i:il a?7- JoTdan's D�ad
�is \t
n o
i
o
r
Sea Scrolls, pamtmgs by Spamsh by the Meadow Lake Bridge and
: : ;_:��t: ti:; �f
tt! �:�
masters such as Goya and Velas- severaI "f00t patl1,, b · dges.
s,
t
exhibi
t
jor
eigh
g
n
miles
utilizi
n
guez, Chinese jades and a Swiss
of special r oadway.
Aquashow
atomic cl ock are just a few examA rapid transit service between
pies.
The Meadow Lake Amphitheatre
five
has been dr astically changed. A the 35 "stati ons" at the Fair em
The largest of all the Fair's
major areas is th e Industrial Area 1·oof has been added; its seating ploys air-conditioned buses which
which sprawls northward from the capacity has been increased to run on a regular schedule. Other
Internation al Area. The Pool of 11,000; and a face-li fting job h as facilities include the three coach
Industry is l ocated at ' its heart and been done to the site as a whole. tractor t rains which hold 60 pas
is sun-ounded by a promenade and This area has been changed from sengers and r un on r .ubber tires.
the Court of the Universe. A horse- wha t it looked like at the 1939-40 There is also the "Escorter," a gas
shoe-shaped main street, the Ave- World's Fair and even from what powered taxi which seats up to four
nue of Progress, has a Lunar Foun- it looked like last summer, if you passengers in the front with no
bstruction.
tain at on e end and a Solar Foun- went there for the Aquashow or to o
Does the Fair seem to be some
tain at the other. The widest swim.
thoroughfare in the area is the
It has been so radically changed kind of a tremendous project? Well,
Avenue of Commerce which sweeps you will hardly recognize it. You i t is. Total construction expenses
across the nor th section of the fair- and your family will be greatly are estimated to be about $500
grounds from the Long Island awed by "Wonderworld," the $2 milli on. With so much to do and
Railroad's World's F air station million stage, water and air musical not enough time to do it in, most
eastward to the Court o f t):ie Five extravaganza with a cast of 250.
visitors, (most of whom are out
Across from this is the New of-towners and probably on sho1·t
Boroughs.
Here in the Inte1;1a ti o�al Area 1;york WoTld's Fair Music H�ll, vacati ons) will find themselves
you can see an ato mic fusion dem- �,,-here the 176 foot stage, which missing guit,e a bit unless they plan
onstration (General Electric), ,a t-1:,rncompasses nineteen (19) turn- ahead. If you take your fair map
tend an Internation al Bazaar (Gen- tables, and is the site ;fol(. a 90- in hand, sit down in the comfort of
era! Cigar), obtain the name and minute musical review which high- ,your own home, and decid e exactly
ad?ress of a foreign pen pal with lights the la st 100 years of Ameri- what you want to see and do each
t he very able a ssistance of ,a Uni- can Musical Comedy. It is in this time you plan to visit the World's
vac computer (Parker Pen), visit farea that you can "shoot the ra- Fair, y.9u will make the most of
far off places on a Walt Disney pids" in the mighty rivers of the your tim e.
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ente�taining wa y, the role elec
t ricity has played in the be tter
ment of man's living conditi ons. In
a dramatic climax, i t will sho w
where man's wo rk with electric al
power may go fro m here.
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(Continued from Page S-2)
ducts, gasoline and alumilmm.
The one hundredth anniversary
of the United States was celebrat
ed at the Philadelphia World's Fair
of 1876, wher e Thomas Ediso n gave
the wo rld t he phonograph.
The fair went back to Paris in
1889, and a structure 984 fe et in
height was bu ilt and became the
tallest structure then in the world
its name, the Eiffel Tower. Th�
fi rst automobne was unveiled by
Karl Benz, and the legendary ex
ploits of Little Egypt, the belly
dancer, were also on display.
In 1893, the Chicago F air gave
us the el ectric light p owered by a
new generator created by George
Westinghouse, and an amusement
delight called the Ferris Wheel.
At St. Louis in 1904, Lee de Forest unveiled the audio tube
necessary elemen t in a new gadget
called a "radi o".
The di gging of the Panama Ca
nal was celebrated in S,m FJ·an
cisco in 1915, its theme was the
"Tower of Jewels" rising 435 feet
high.
Sally Rand and her Feathered
Fans were the sensation of the
World's Fair of 1933, in , Chicago.
/ The Trylon and Perisphere were
t he symbols of t he World's Fair
held in New York in 1939-40' and
it unfolded for us such products
as plastics, nyl on, air-coi;iditioning
and television.
The Russia ns displ ayed their
outer space sens a tio n called Sput
nik, at the Brussels fair held in
Belgium in 1957, and Seattle's
Twent y-first Century fair had as
!�s ��ol the giant Space �eedle,

f

What ,vill be the legacy of New
York's 1964-1965 World's Fair?
The industrial giants, duPont, Gen
eral Motors, Ford, American Tele
ph one & Telegraph, General Elec
tric, E astman-K odak, and countless
others, can be counted o n to stir
and exhilarate the minds of all who
attend the multi-milli on dollar ex
hibits they will erect.
New developments can ,be expect
ted in the fields of chemist ry, en
gµJr,1eer;ing, electronics and, espe
cially, space travel.
A progress film for the New
York World's Fair summed up the
expositio n this way:
"The Fai r will show us the
image of o urselves."
"This is what you are ... these
are. your arts and skills, your in
dustry, your gains, y our wealth
and greatness, your hopes and
dreams."
"And from these images, ·let un
derstanding come."
''That we depend on one anothe r,
people unto people,, nation unto
n ation, and' resolve that on this
pl ot of land will be born anew a
great idea: that this understanding
'will come through people on earth."
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STUDENTS - MALE & FEMALE .. .
Work on one of the fabulous ro
mantic tropical islands of Hawaii Sun - Sand - Surf - and Sail. All
Employment possibilities listed in t.he
current "Guide to Hawaii Employ
ment." Send $ I - air mail 30�
extra - Island Publications, Suite
302, 26 O'Farrell, San Francisco,
Calif. Don't Delay - Act Nowetao
Calif. Don't Delay - Act N'ow'I
Stat& age and major.
I'

